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Sensory room project : CAPISCO

Paris Arts Center for Social and Cultural Innovation – OMNI*

*UMO - Unidentified Musical Object
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MUSAÏQUES

Musaïques, an association founded in 2002 by
Patrice Moullet, composer, sculptor and self-taught engineer,
and presided by
Cédric Villani, mathematician, 2010 Fields medalist, Institut Henri Poincaré Director, is a not-for-profit organization, the purpose of which is to

• Support the creation of electro-acoustic musical
instruments, the “musical sculptures” designed and
built by Patrice Moullet
• Develop innovative research projects, starting
from these instruments, that are both artistic and pedagogical in nature, with particular attention paid to
people living with disabilities.
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PATRICE MOULLET

composer, sculptor, self-taught engineer
In 1969, Patrice Moullet set up a band, Alpes,
with the iconic singer Catherine Ribeiro. In
the 1969-1982 period, they gave over 500
concerts.
It was then that he created his first two instruments, the cosmophone and the percuphone,
which gave the band its unique sound and
earned critical praise.
From 1982, Patrice Moullet dedicated himself entirely to the creation of innovative and
playful musical instruments.
In 1992, he moved into a workshop into the
business district of La Défense, having been invited to do so by Gérard de Senneville, who
led the public institution – now known as Defacto – in charge of developing La Défense.
This space currently belongs to Defacto.

OMNI
(UMO - Unidentified
Musical Object)
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LEARNING PROGRAMS
AND RESIDENCIES ABROAD

From 2001 to 2015, a OMNI (UMO Unidentified Musical Object) was in-residence at the Muziekgebouw in Amsterdam.
Since 2011, another OMNI has appeared
in a room entirely dedicated to the art of
sound at the Concertgebouw Brugge, an international music and performing arts center. A number of learning programs have
grown around these permanent residencies:
the KlankSpeeltuin project (The Garden
of Sounds) at the Muziekgebouw in Amsterdam, for children from the age of 7 and
anyone interested in electronic music; the
Bruges project aimed at the general public
(the Concertgebouw Brugge Sound Factory).

AN ENCOUNTER WITH THE WORLD OF DISABILITY
Right from the start, there had been a learning
element in what Patrice Moullet had set out to
do but chance was to take this to a whole new
dimension.
In 2003, during an exhibition at the Musicora fair in Paris, a group of young people with
Downs Syndrome, visiting with their care wor-
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kers, stopped at the OMNI stand to play on the
instrument.
What followed was a scene of extraordinary improvised interaction between the young people
and the OMNI. It was then than Patrice Moullet became aware of the artistic potential of the
OMNI for disabled people.

1000 WORKSHOPS
OMNI DISABLED CHILDREN PILOT PROJECT
AT LA MAISON DES MÉTALLOS
From 2009 to 2013, under Patrice Moullet’s leadership, the OMNI Disabled Children Pilot Project, was supported by Fondation de France, the Paris City Hall, L’Œuvre
de Secours aux Enfants - OSE (Charity for
Children’s Relief) and Defacto led to 1000
workshops being held at the Maison des
Métallos (a City of Paris cultural center) for
children and young people with multiple disabilities from the OSE’s Centre Raphaël, a
medical and educational institute (Institut
Médico-éducatif -IME) and from the OSE’s
Alain Raoul Mossé specialized care home
(Maison d’Accueil Spécialisé - MAS), both
located in Paris.

The OMNI Disabled Children Pilot Project was
initially centered around two OSE organizations for children with multiple disabilities. The
residency at la Maison des Métallos led to further collaborative projects, including a year-long
project with a special needs class at the Bernard
Palissy middle school in Paris and other projects
with the Centre Etienne Marcel day hospital in Paris, which welcomes teenagers and young adults
with psychiatric disorders (severe developmental
disorders, neuroses, borderline cases, teenage
psychosis). Dozens of hours of sessions held over
several years have broadened the scope of the
workshops in terms of target participants. Some
of them have led to performances.

Feedback from care workers and parents was
wholeheartedly enthusiastic.
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2011 - 2017
A GROWING PROGRAM
Workshops, open days, concerts, performances, exhibitions, debates, experimental projects
2011: EXPLORING THE MUSICAL
EXPERIMENTATION WORKSHOP
During the European Heritage Days, hundreds of
people were able to learn
about and experiment with
the Musical Experimentation
Workshop at La Défense.
2012: “FRACTALES” CONCERT
At the end of 2012, the association organized a show:
“Fractales”. It was shown
during the City of Paris’ Extraordinary Month and saw
international artists (dancers,
musicians and singers) share
the stage with young people

ENCOUNTER WITH
CÉDRIC VILLANI
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with multiple disabilities from
the two OSE partner organizations, who had benefited
from the OMNI workshops
over several years.
The eight performances at
the Maison des Métallos
generated an emotional and
enthusiastic response from the
public.
For young people whose
daily life often consists of a
series of constraints linked to
their health and for parents
worried about their child’s
wellbeing, the introduction of
a positive and festive event
with happy times shared together takes on huge importance.

2013: WORKSHOPS IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE MARSEILLE CONSERVATOIRE
Workshops open to both
students and adults were
organized by the electroacoustic music class of the
Pascal Gobin conservatoire
in Marseille and held in the
autumn, as part of the Marseille-Provence season and
the biennial organized by
Musicatreize.
The workshops were initially
planned to last a fortnight
but due to popular demand,
they were held for a total of
six weeks in the Musicatreize
room.

In 2010 Patrice Moullet met Cédric
Villani, mathematician, Institut Henri Poincaré Director and professor
at Université de Lyon, who had just
been awarded the Fields Medal.
Passionate about science, the arts
and social activism, Cédric Villani
became keenly interested in the
project championed by Musaïques,
of which he became Honorary President in 2010 then President in 2012.
A new structure for the association
and a fresh momentum were the result.

2011 - 2017
A GROWING PROGRAM
2014: CAPISCO EXHIBITION AT
LA MAISON DES MÉTALLOS
		
January-February 2014, a
simulation of what was to become the multisensory room
CAPISCO project in Paris
was provided at the 2014
CAPISCO exhibition, which
presented the entire range of
Patrice Moullet’s Instrumentarium (12 instruments and
prototypes) in the large exhibition area at La Maison des
Métallos (around 400 m2).
More than 1800 visitors
flocked to the exhibition in
just 12 days of being open to
the public. 461 of these came
in groups: school groups

(11 holiday club groups, 12
classes from primary and
middle schools), 5 groups of
young autistic people and 8
associations for adults (integration, community associations).
Over 100 contacts were established with the educational
teams and heads of medical
and educational institutes in
the Paris region.
Performances by Patrice
Moullet, accompanied by
international artists who
contribute to this project (Leela Petronio, Stomp dancer,
Odile Heimburger, coloratura soprano and violinist),
together with the young

musicians from the OMNI
workshops for disabled
children, provided a reminder
of the work undertaken and
also paved the way for “Fractales 2”, which was shown at
the Château de Vincennes.

MORE THAN
1800 VISITORS IN JUST
12 DAYS
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2011 - 2017
A GROWING PROGRAM
2015–2017
EXTERNAL WORKSHOPS WITH
OSE
		
The partnership with OSE
continued. 80 workshops
were held (in March and
July 2015 and 2016 and in
February 2017) in the Centre
Raphaël for dozens of children with multiple disabilities.
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2015-2017
EXPLORING THE MUSICAL EXPERIMENTATION WORKSHOP

2015
WORKSHOPS, “FRACTALES 2”
CONCERT

During the Paris Week: “La
Défense – Change your point
of view”, more than 200
people were able to learn
about and experiment with
the instruments in the Musical
Experimentation Workshop.
The event was organized by
Defacto.
During the “Hidden Face of
Paris” event organized by
the City of Paris and RATP
(public transport authority in
the Paris region), 360 visitors
were also able to explore the
workshop and Musaïques’
instruments.

In October, two performances of “Fractales 2” were
given and 16 workshops for
a hundred or so children and
adults with multiple disabilities were held in the Château
de Vincennes’ chapel, in
partnership with the French
Center for National Monuments and RATP, via 12 centers linked to the Committee
on the Study, Education and
Care of People with Multiple Disabilities (Le CESAP :
Comité d’Études, d’Éducation
et de Soins Auprès des Personnes Polyhandicapées).
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2011 - 2017
A GROWING PROGRAM
2016
WORKSHOPS, “FRACTALES 3”
CONCERT, A DEBATE ON EMPOWERMENT AT LA MAISON DES MÉTALLOS

2016
WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITION &
AND SHOW AT THE VILLEJUIF
LIBRARY

2017
PROJET EXPERIMENTAL
AVEC LE MIT AUX USA

40 workshops for 200 people
from specialist centers (for
disabled people, schools, the
general public) were held
in the Maison des Métallos,
together with 2 performances
of the “Fractales 3” concert
and a debate on empowerment with Cédric Villani and
the key figures involved in the
Musaïques project.

At the end of the year, the
Elsa Triolet library in Villejuif
hosted a OMNI exhibition
for the general public and 18
workshops with participants
from specialist centers (sheltered employment, day care
centers for disabled people,
services for the elderly, addiction treatment, day hospitals
for anorexia sufferers from
Paul Brousse and Paul Guiraud hospitals.)

A new experimental OMNI
project is planned in July

Concert «Fractales 3» à la Maison des métallos
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2017 in the USA: at the
Boston Children’s Museum working together
with MIT – a project ini-

tiated by Cédric Villani and
led by Thanh Nghiem (INSEAD) and Fabienne Cazalis
(CNRS).
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EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOPS WITH THE «OMNI»
(Unidentified Musical Object),
Patrice Moullet’s flagship instrument
OMNI workshops lie at the heart of
Musaïques’ work. The OMNI embodies Musaïques’ values: it is made
available to participants with appropriate support and enables them to
interact easily with their own creativity. Players quickly tap into their inner being to open up to the world.
An average session lasts an hour and
can take a variety of forms, to meet
the different learning priorities and
the variety of groups taking part.
Exploration options range from targeted
work on movement and how to trigger a
multitude of sound environments conducive to development, with 5 or 6 young
disabled people, to music creation
workshops, with groups of 25 students
undertaking a year-long learning project.

Additional instruments
at Tilted Triangular Surface and Stretch-Machine
workshops
For these workshops, in addition to
the OMNI, two other musical sculptures, Tilted Triangular Surface and
Stretch-Machine are used. They offer an ergonomic spectrum adapted to the various natural abilities
of students and disabled young
people; they bring people closer
together , as they gather around
spontaneously, in a standing or sitting position, on the instrument itself, sometimes in attitudes that
draw from deep inside themselves,
like Shyamal (middle photo) on the
OMNI, or Anoura (bottom photo)
on the Tilted Triangular Surface.
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Interactions with professional musicians
Workshops are organized regularly with artists (opera singers, musicians, dancers, etc.)
Young people with multiple disabilities, who for the most part cannot express themselves verbally, are able to enter into dialogue and sound-based communication – usually indirectly, via
the instrument and sometimes with non-verbal direct communications.

Options for enriching the OMNI database with
personal sound and vocal recordings
The OMNI acts as an interface with computers operating sounds and all areas of CAM (computer assisted music) can be tackled during these workshops, including young people themselves creating samples and then playing back these voice recordings and musical events during
solo performances on the OMNI.
Sampling is constantly taking place to enrich the OMNI database, which to date contains
over 20 000 sounds: from nature, from musical instruments, the Institute for Re-

search and Coordination in Acoustics/Music (IRCAM) database, songs, audio material recorded with workshop participants, etc. The use of sounds recorded by participants
themselves can generate very deep emotions.
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“CAPISCO PARIS”
A center dedicated solely to offering public access to the instruments, with a multisensory pilot room and an auditorium
The project will come to life in 2017 at the Institut des Systèmes Complexes in Paris. CAPISCO
Paris has a 70m2 multisensory room with instruments by Patrice Moullet permanently installed,
connected with a 130-seat auditorium and a program of 120 days of concerts, debates and
seminars focusing on Musaïques’ work programs.
It will provide the public with direct access to these instruments, enabling everyone to explore
them: children, musicians, people with severe and multiple disabilities and autism and anyone
else.

I. RESEARCH :

II. ARTISTIC :

Research and development

Concerts and artistic creations
in the auditorium

Involving the entire team from Musaïques and the Musical Experimentation
Workshop (artists, engineers, technicians,
companies), linked to the various locations and partners. Creating new satellite
interfaces for the OMNI (IESO program).
Presenting sound and music creation shows
and performances to the public
Organizing seminars with the Musaïques
Scientific Council and its network.

Composers, musical bands, invited solo
artists in music and dance, experimental
music and sound creation competition, performances, events and festivals dedicated
to innovation in art (dance, music, sound,
film, lighting).
Concerts and performances by students
and OMNI-disability creation.

III. LEARNING :

IV. SOCIAL COMMITMENT :

OMNI electroacoustic class –
research and sound creation

Sensory development through
movement and sound

Electroacoustic music creation projects for
students and composers, as well as for
people working in experimental electronic
music.

Educational projects with
schools

Initiation workshops in sound creation and
public performances and shows. Year-long
projects.
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Workshops throughout the year for young
people with multiple disabilities via the
medical and educational partner institutes.

Sound creation initiation

Workshops throughout the year for young people
and adults with autism or behavioral issues

Exploring and experimenting

Experimentation workshops aimed at
participants with learning difficulties, sight
and hearing disabilities or degenerative
diseases.

A MULTISENSORY ROOM
Hearing: sound spatialization

The sense of hearing is stimulated by high tech sound equipment - including a very high definition multi-directional sound emission system.
Electro-acoustic equipment will consist in a set of 8 two-voice speakers, enabling true octophony with a
different sound for each speaker, one low quadriphony on the floor, coupled with a high quadriphony
on the ceiling at each corner of the room.
This system will make it possible for the sound to be emitted in multiple configurations. We have observed
that people with multiple disabilities or autism react strongly to the spatialization of quadrophonic sound
– where the sound comes from, its source.
The OMNI, Stretch Machine and Tilted Triangular Surface instruments each have an IT system with virtual multi-channel sampling software, operating a Thunderbolt octophonic interface – towards a mixing
console with 8 output channels. The infra low frequency will be covered by a LFC 1100 Meyer Sound sub
woofer – Meyer is Musaïques’ sponsor. The 8 speakers are Meyer Sound Line Array – MINA system.

Sight: work on light and color

Being completely dark and enclosed, the room’s light intensity can be changed from absolute darkness
to the equivalent of the midday sun, enabling work on color:
the perception of the visible light spread-spectrum. This sensation is caused by the stimulation of special
nerve cells called cones, located on the retina.
The room will be equipped with wide screens so as to develop the digital imaging aspect of instruments
in the future.
Real time triggering and intervention using the OMNI.
The use of tactile tiling will depend on future funding.

Movement: developing the Moon Jump

The room will be an experimentation area for the development of the Moon Jump, one of
Patrice Moullet’s instruments enabling the body to move in space along 2 axes and also real
sound, light and film effects.
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CAPISCO ROOM AUDIENCES
Previous experiences and partners
For the OMNI electro acoustic class – research and sound creation
Examples of previous partners and venues :

Paris conservatoire (Conservatoire national de Paris - CNSMDP) 1987 - 2002,
Institute of Acoustic/Musical Research and Coordination (Institut de Recherche et
Coordination Acoustique/Musique - IRCAM)
Musical research group (Groupe de recherches musicales - GRM)
Paris science museum (Cité des sciences), Paris music center (Cité de la musique à
Paris)
“2009 Week of Sound” with a technical college in Arles and the Tarascon Château
(both in the South of France)
Marseille – Musicatreize, 2013 with Pascal Gobin’s electroacoustic music class at the
Marseille conservatoire.
OMNI master class at the Paris conservatoire in Luis Naon’s electroacoustic composition class
“2015 Week of Sound” in Dunkerque, in the LAAC contemporary arts center,
Villejuif conservatoire: sound creation and OMNI performance by students in the
CAM-electroacoustic class in November 2016.

Year-long educational projects with schools
Examples of previous experiences

Educational projects in France with schools in Créteil, Amiens, the Loire valley (European LEADER project)
2009-2014 workshops with several classes in the Paris region during the OMNI residency at the Maison des Métallos
2001-2015 learning program at the Muziekgebouw-Klankspeeltuin in Amsterdam
during the permanent residency of a OMNI.
Since 2011, a range of audiences met at the Concertgebouw Brugge Sound Factory
during the permanent residency of a OMNI.

Initiation workshops in sound creation with young people and
adults with autism or behavioral issues
Examples of previous experiences

Workshops held at the Maison des Métallos and in the Musical Experimentation
Workshop in La Défense from 2009 to 2016. The Etienne Marcel day hospital for
13-20 year olds.
Special needs class at the Bernard Palissy middle school in Paris.
“J’imaginerais” association offering artistic activities for children and teenagers with
autism and behavioral issues.
Daviel center for children with multiple disabilities.
Vallée foundation offering psychiatry services to young children.
The Horloge center, an intensive community care unit.
Georges Vacola day hospital. Bichat hospital.
Special educational and care services for very young children.
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Sensory development workshops through movement and sound
with young people with multiple disabilities
Examples of previous experiences and audiences :

- “2008 European LEADER Project+” Loire valley
- “OMNI Disabled Children Pilot Project 2009-2014” at the Maison des Métallos:
700 workshops for children and adults with multiple disabilities via a OSE medical and
educational institute and a specialized care home, 8 concerts and 3 exhibitions
- Approximately 20 workshops with young people with multiple disabilities from
around 10 organizations linked to the Committee on the Study, Education and Care of
People with Multiple Disabilities, a session at the Château de Vincennes in 2015 and
another at the Maison des Métallos in 2016.
- 3 “Fractales” concerts sessions, in 2012, 2015 and 2016, with international artists
and young people from medical and educational institutes or day hospitals, who had
taken part in OMNI workshops.
- Workshops provided with an association working with disabled people in Batignolles

Exploration and experimentation workshops for people presenting a
range of disabilities
Examples of previous experiences

Workshops held at the Château de Vincennes, at the Maison des Métallos and at the
Villejuif library in 2015-2016:

Learning difficulties and psychiatric disorders :

		

Sheltered employment and day center in Ménilmontant, sheltered employment
in Belleville, and in Villejuif (Les Lozaits), the Avenir social integration center for
people unable to work in Fontenay-aux-Roses, center for children with learning
difficulties unable to attend mainstream schools, medical and pedagogical institute in Villejuif, the Papillons Blancs social integration center for people unable to
work in in Boulogne, the Tamari center in Villejuif.

Addiction, anorexia:
Paul Brousse hospital

Age-related diseases :

Casa Delta in Villejuif and the geriatric care units in Paul Guiraud and Paul
Brousse hospitals.
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INSTRUMENTARIUM

Percuphone

Its interactive structure allows the manual and real time operation of an electromechanical interface providing rhythm
to digitally produced sound systems.

Stretch Machine

A digital audio unit shaped like a
16-branch star equipped with ropes
that are pulled by the user to produce
sounds and operated by a converter
designed by Emmanuel Flety at IRCAM.
This is an interface that operates hardware or software synthesizers and is
specialized in the real time morphing
of sound parameters. It contains a
database of synthesis patches entirely
created by the Musical Experimentation
Workshop and a software and hardware system for virtual synthesis in a
physical computer assisted unit.

Moon Jump

A digital audio unit that compensates the
artist’s body weight, extendable from
4 to 18 meters. It suits large stages and
smaller spaces equally well. It can serve
two purposes, as a scenographic element (thanks to the sound-movement of
dancers or musicians in that space) or a
unit which disabled people can use.
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Tilted Triangular Surface (STI)
Specially designed for dance, with
broader planks: 15 polished bronze and
aluminum triangles making up a bigger triangle, it allows for very different
interaction than that achieved with the
OMNI. The Tilted Triangular Surface is
ideal for rhythmical and polyphonic improvisation and synchronizes perfectly
with the OMNI.

EACH INSTRUMENT
OFFERS USERS
UNIQUE SENSORY
EXPERIENCES
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OMNI (Objet Musical Non Identifié)
*Unidentified Musical Object
Special mention must be made of the
OMNI, or Unidentified Musical/Multimedia Object, Patrice Moullet’s most
iconic creation. Having been developed
since 1985, it has evolved with the progress made in electronics since then.
Designed as a sound library, this
instrument keeps generating more
applications. It has shown itself particularly suited to bringing people closer together. The object has a slightly
spherical surface. Its round shape is
attractive and user-friendly. A stainless steel ring measuring 1.7 meters in
diameter encircles 108 brightly colored
ceramic plates organized in 4 areas of
27 starting from 4 plates at the summit,
colored in red, black, yellow and blue.
The plates are touch sensitive.
One or several people can play the
OMNI; it is a communication, explo-

ration, experimentation, sensory
instrument. The OMNI’s sound comes

from vibration caused by the plate being
struck, which is relayed by captors sending the information to a computer, each
plate being infinitely programmable.

WITH 20 000 SOUNDS AND
108 INFINITELY PROGRAMMABLE PLATES

The OMNI contains a multitude of sound environments: indeed, its database of 20 000

sounds, samples or “sound images”

is constantly being added to. When they
see the OMNI, people are naturally
drawn to interact with it by striking it. The
gesture is almost automatic...
That is why as well as lending itself
particularly well to spectacular staging in the electroacoustic field and in
vocal expression, it also allows people
- with or without musical or technical
knowledge - to play and experience

the pleasure of immersing themselves in the music they have created.
They can also sit, lie, stand, etc. on it,
making the instrument perfectly suited
to motor experiences.
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PEOPLE ARE NATURALLY
DRAWN TO INTERACT WITH IT

What do electroacoustic musicians have to say about it?
Lucien Gaudion sees it as an electronic musical object: “The scores here are not based on
traditional musical notation, the musician needs to be understood to be more of a painter.
The UMP is a palette and the audience’s ears are the canvas. Each performance tends to be
unique and difficult to reproduce. Whoever wants to create their own sound environment and
become a conductor of ‘real-life’ music will find the OMNI to be compliant and ergonomic.
An orchestra made of one unit, the Unidentified Musical Object gives a glimpse of music that
is less uniform - others might call it desacralized – but that is no less fascinating.”

The OMNI is now recognized as being a major multimedia instrument of the 21st century. In
France, the OMNI is making itself known through exhibitions and shows. Elsewhere, two OMNIs are in residency, in Amsterdam and in Brugge.

OMNI,
A COMMUNICATION,
EXPLORATION,
EXPERIMENTATION,
SENSORY
INSTRUMENT
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Musical Exploration Workshop
A laboratory in the future CAPISCO room
The Patrice Moullet - Defacto Musical Exploration Workshop.
This consists in 350 m2 dedicated to experimenting with art and technology, building instruments, recording and rehearsing
Patrice Moullet and his team carry out all the R&D work in this workshop; they also produce
all the new sculptures and interactive multimedia units and related developments (prototypes
making it easier for young people with multiple disabilities to work with the OMNI for instance). This is the laboratory for CAPISCO’s projects.
Here is a non-exhaustive list:
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•

Creation of sculptures and interactive multimedia
unit for artistic or pedagogical purposes or for the
public,

•

Research and production of the “IESO” OMNI satellite, in the form of ergonomic interfaces (attached to
the circular ring),

•

Creation and development of multimedia electronic interfaces,

•

Research and sound creation – synthesis and sampling,

•

Creation of a database of fixed images and video
samples dedicated to the OMNI,

•

Music recording and mixing,

•

Producing physical and virtual masters (CDs and
iTunes),

•

Video filming and mixing (with masters on files
and DVDs),

•

Public presentations limited to 30 people,

•

Rehearsals of music and dance shows being
created,

•

Supporting the creation of experimental pieces –
public performances and audio and video recordings

FIVE-YEAR VISION
2017-2022
Creating new multisensory rooms
Opening new CAPISCO rooms in France and elsewhere is one of our objectives.
Working closely with the CAPISCO Paris pilot room, they can also be adapted to meet local specificities, as is the case with the Muziekgebouw-Klankspeeltuin in Amsterdam or the Concertgebouw Brugge Sound Factory, which have very specific programs currently being developed with
the OMNI..
Creating a new room entails:
purchasing the OMNI instruments,
accessing all the “CAPISCO” sound databases
training future facilitator-managers

Creating new instruments
Many new instruments in the OMNI family
are currently being finalized, such as Moon
Jump, which has already been designed,
Moving Sound Machine, Stretch Machine
3, Beat Machine, Oscillating Sphere.
The production of these instruments features
on our five-year work program, as well as
the IESO program (OMNI ergonomic interface satellite), which is already being worked on. IESO is a flexible program with interactive micro units placed on the OMNI’s
circular ring, which will make it possible to
test the different ways in which players’ movements can generate music.

Duplicating the OMNI and producing a small run
The objective would be to set up several dozen OMNIs in international
centers within the next decade. All the
conditions are met to start a small production run.
All the elements that make up the OMNI
have been clearly defined and companies

identified for their supply, including CTM
Laser for the overall build, Les émailleries
de Bretagne for the ceramics, Jean Loup
Dierstein et infusion-systems in Montreal
for electronics and the Musical Exploration
Workshop for assembly.
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Creating new shows
L’organisation de spectacles fusion, avec la
participation de jeunes handicapés et d’artistes internationaux, permet la valorisation
du travail de terrain mené par l’ensemble
des acteurs de Capisco: Jeunes handicapés, scolaires, étudiants, animateurs, éducateurs, parents, partenaires.
These are regular shows resulting from
considerable on-going work and the development of projects, which are sometimes held in prestigious venues (such
as the Château de Vincennes’ chapel in
2015) or other national monuments, not
forgetting those venues that reach out to
the audiences from cities and regions.

Developing learning programs
Developing learning programs specif ic to t he OMNI instruments taking into account t he audience, wit h
written documents, broc hures, pdf
f iles, books, video tutorials, web
sites, specialist facilitator training.

Towards a permanent new
team
Operations taking place in a permanent
room will help stabilize Patrice Moullet’s team, so that, over the next five
years, he can train the professionals
who will lead and develop CAPISCO
projects in the 2020s.
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These include the Maison des Métallos
in Paris in October 2016 or the Elsa Triolet library in Villejuif in November and
December 2016, with over 40 centers,
medical and educational institutes and
hospitals.
Unique and improbable encounters with
leading solo artists from the world of music
are being considered, both for shows and
for sound creation, with digital audio recordings of virtuoso musicians for the OMNI
sampling database program.

TEAM

Musaïques team:
Cédric Villani, Musaïques president, Institut Henri Poincaré director - 2010 Fields medalist
Patrice Moullet,Musaïques founder 		
Jean Baptiste Moretti, composer, entrepreneur, executive producer and general secretary of
Musaïques.
Pierre Métivier : project manager, innovation specialist - treasurer
Thanh Nghiem, strategy and development, engineer, she holds an MBA from INSEAD and
investigates and designs sustainable development projects

CAPISCO room team: :
Patrice Moullet, artistic director for the CAPISCO project overall
Alice Pennacchioni, artistic direction assistant. Pianist and piano teacher (trained at Ecole Normale de Musique) musical assistant for Daniel Pennac’s plays
Candan Cankaya, CAPISCO room director, has been involved with Musaïques since 2008,
holds a Master’s degree in the arts (Université Lyon II and ENS de Lyon), self-taught musician,
artistic mediator (in the fields of disability, multiple disabilities, Alzheimer’s), currently being
trained in musical therapy
Thomas Audissergues, head of “workshops and project development” for specific audiences
(especially with autism and behavioral issues), founder of the J’imaginerais association, he has ten
years’ experience with autistic children and is a PhD student in arts and sciences, and adjunct lecturer at Université Paris 1.
Jean Reibel - Sound engineer and in charge of the technical aspects of running the OMNI
workshops and Musaïques concerts
Thanh Nghiem, project development.
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M e mber s of t he Musaïq ues Sc i en t i f i c C o un c i l ,
Fr e n c h t eam :
Fabi enne Cazal is : researcher at CNRS since September 2015. Center for social analysis
and mathematics - A Mixed Research Unit with Ecole des hautes études en sciences sociales
V é r o ni q ue Iz ar d : CAPISCO project coordinator in Paris and Boston. Researcher at CNRS in
the field of cognitive sciences. Ecole Polytechnique alumna, postdoc at Harvard
Laur e nt G o ur ar ier : psychiatrist, former Paris hospital clinical director
Valérie Combes : clinical psychologist, psychotherapist, doctor in physics
Di mi t r i Af g ous t idis : lecturer and psychologist, director of the INSHA publications
Alexis Van Haecke : specialist in interaction and pedagogical practices with autistic children
S andr i ne Lonc ke : ethnomusicologist, lecturer at Université Paris 8, in charge of the bachelor’s degree in ethnomusicology in the Music Department at CREM
Jean Philippe UZAN : researc h director at CNRS, Paris Astrophysics Institute
Michel Caen : director of the Centre Raphaël - OSE
Amélie Sauret : specialist care worker at the Centre Raphaël - OSE
Anaïs Jalouzet : head of medical services at Alain Raoul Mossé - OSE
OSE (Oeuvre de secours aux enfants – Charity for Children’s Relief) provides medical and social support, working in the two fields of child welfare and disability		
Le CESAP - Comité d'Études, d'Éducation et de Soins Auprès des Personnes Polyhandicapées,
(Committee on the Study, Education and Care of People with Multiple Disabilities).

Musaïques artistic team :

Thierry Hochstätter et Jean-Bruno Meier,percussionists and composers at Béjart Ballet in Lausanne, rhythm teachers at the Rudra Béjart dance school		
Julio Arozarena, dancer and Maître de ballet at Béjart Ballet in Lausanne,
Leela Petronio, dancer with Tap Dance, corporal percussion and tap dancer, member of
Stomp since 2001, Hip Tap Project artistic director,
Elise Dabrowski, mezzo soprano and double bass player, who sings in Bayreuth and in the
most prestigious concert halls in France, China and Japan. She is equally at ease singing
Charlotte in Werther or Rosine in the Barber of Seville as in contemporary creations, and
enjoys improvisation
Odile Heimburger,collaratura soprano and violinist, trained at the prestigious Guildhall
School of Music and Drama in London. Her first role was the Queen of the Night, she also
sings in light operas, including Rési in Waltzes from Vienna, sacred works (Mozart’s Requiem,
etc.), Brahms, Olympia the doll in The Tales of Hoffmann etc.
Alice Pennacchioni, classical pianist, trained at the Ecole Normale de Musique, keyboard
player for the Alpes band, assistant in the direction and musical creation of Clare Bauer’s
pieces, piano teacher and artistic direction assistant of the Musaïques Musical Exploration
Workshop
Patrice Lemoine, composer (Gong, Alpes), keyboard player, sound engineer.
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Engineering team for the development of new technologies
Emmanuel Flety, engineer, researcher-developer at IRCAM – in charge of developing the
OMNI hardware 2015-2016
Michel Geiss : sound engineer, electronics engineer, he worked with Jean Michel Jarre from
1976 to 1994
Franck Morisseau,electronics engineer and designer (Laser Harp project developer)
Jean Loup Dierstein –electronics engineer, international specialist in electronic instruments
(Vangelis and Jean-Michel Jarre, Moog, ARP, Sequential Circuits INC), has worked with the
Musical Exploration Workshop from the start, creating analog interfaces and integrating the
Canadian I-Cube-X interfaces and the digital IRCAM interfaces into the OMNI.

Other artists and researchers involved with Musaïques :
Laurent Bolognini : plastician, international specialist in kinetic light work, City of Paris artist in
residence in the ISC premises. 		
Guy Reibel : composer, and composition professor at the Paris conservatoire (1976 – 2001)
Denis Cohen : composer, and orchestration professor at the Paris conservatoire (since 1999)
Jonathan Pontier : composer, teacher, graduated from the Paris conservatoire composition
class (1997-2001)		
Laurent Grappe : actor, musician, director of events and experimental shows
Daniel Motron, composer, musician, director of experimental shows
Jean-Pierre Texier: RATP excutive, Founder of the BibliotheK Sauvage association, dedicated to artistic
creation and innovation
Marc Jacquin, Phonurgia Nova director, creator of Sonosphere.org (Deutschlandradio - Bauhaus University in Weimar)
Jean Reibel, Ecole Supérieure de Réalisation Audiovisuelle, sound engineer, sound creation
Francis Campello, composer, music teacher in schools, trained at Ecole normale de musique
Pierre Gasquet, formerly at Percussions in Strasbourg, music teacher in schools
Tom Irthum, scenographer, lighting director (Palais des Congrès, Launch of Ferrari World in Abu Dhabi)
Jean Christophe Desnoux, professor at Ecole Européenne Supérieure de l’image, composer
Ghizlaine Guessous, engineer, in charge of testing financial models for Société Générale
Jean-Julien Aucouturier, CNRS researcher, assigned to the sound perception and design team at IRCAM
Jules Espiau, INRIA research engineer
Adrien Mamou Mani, co-director of research at IRCAM, musical acoustics teacher at the Paris national
conservatoire
Romuald Brochard, Ecole Polytechnique graduate, Université Pierre et Marie Curie
Klervi des Jamonières, student at Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne (aesthetics-art and cultures)
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OUR PARTNERS
Our partners are currently helping us recruit new sponsors so that we can develop the project that
will see the creation of a CAPISCO room in Paris on a permanent and full-time basis.

The following organizations have helped, encouraged and supported
us:

Fondation de France, 2005-2012, building an OMNI, producing the “Fractales” show
SACEM 2002-2004, for a two-year learning program based on the OMNI
DRAC - Ile-de-France (Ministry of Culture in the Paris region), 2002-2004,
Mairie de Paris (City of Paris), 2009-2017, building an OMNI, holding OMNI workshops for disabled children, shows and renovating a building in the Rue Nationale in Paris, which will be the site
of the CAPISCO room.
RATP foundation, 2011-2015, holding OMNI workshops for disabled children and the “Fractales” 2 show
Crédit Coopératif Foundation, 2013-2014, technological development of OMNIs
Entreprendre pour aider Fund, 2014, holding OMNI workshops for disabled children European
Union, in 2008, holding OMNI workshops for disabled children
Defacto (the public institution in charge of developing the La Défense business district), 1990-2017,
supporting the work of the Musical Experimental Workshop
The E&T (Ernst & Young) Foundation for arts and crafts selected us to support and advise us, through
skills-based sponsorship
The Maison des Métallos has been hosting our workshops and some of our concerts for many years;
it also hosted our debate on the topic of “giving a voice”
The Centre des Monuments Nationaux encouraged and supported us in organizing a concert in the
prestigious venue of the Château de Vincennes’ chapel
L’Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants – OSE (Charity for Children’s Relief) encourages and supports us:
young people with multiple disabilities are cared for at its Centre Raphaël, with which we have a
very long-standing partnership. Cédric Villani joined the OSE Scientific Council in that context.
The Étienne Marcel day hospital, and the Bernard Palissy middle school, specialized in the socialization of autistic children, enabled us to organize projects over the long term
The Éléaur Foundation agreed to help us in our fundraising efforts.
Chinese entrepreneur Adam Yu has met us on numerous occasions regarding an urban development
and design project.
The following organizations have also joined us:
Valeo, 2015 and 2017, developing OMNIs and “Fractales” shows
Huawei Technologies, in 2017, technological development of the OMNI

In addition, in 2017, there is a step change in special events: an event in Boston (in partnership with
MIT and the Boston Children’s Museum). These require one-off funding.
In order to carry out all this work, we are currently searching for partners to join the ranks of

the first group of organizations to have supported us.
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Contact :
Atelier d’Expérimentation Musicale Patrice Moullet
3 bis, Voie des Bâtisseurs
La Défense 2, 92400 Courbevoie - FRANCE

+ 33 6 07 64 12 62 / patrice.moullet@wanadoo.fr
www.musaiques-asso.com
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